Large Duplications Can Be Benign Copy Number Variants: A Case of a 3.6-Mb Xq21.33 Duplication.
Segmental aneusomies are usually associated with clinical consequences, but an increasing number of nonpathogenic cytogenetically visible as well as large cryptic chromosomal imbalances have been reported. Here, we report a 3.6-Mb Xq21.33 microduplication detected prenatally on a female fetus which was inherited from a phenotypically normal mother and grandfather. It is assumed that male patients harboring Xq or Xp duplication present with syndromic intellectual disability because of functional disomy of the corresponding genes. Female carriers are generally asymptomatic because of preferential inactivation of the abnormal X. In the present case, the 3.6-Mb-duplicated segment encompasses only 2 genes, DIAPH2 and RPL4A. Since the asymptomatic grandfather carries the duplication, we hypothesize that these genes are not dosage sensitive and/or involved in cognitive function. Our observation further illustrates that large copy number variants can be associated with a normal phenotype, especially where gene density is low. Reporting rare cases of large genomic imbalances without a phenotypic effect can be very helpful, especially for genetic counseling in the prenatal setting.